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Esplanade SPA Ritual by L'Occitane

The Esplanade Zagreb Hotel in a unique
collaboration with L'Occitane creates for its guests
an exclusive collection of Spa Ritual Baths
The hotel has created a luxurious bath ritual experience for complete relaxation and energy
recharge for everybody. A truly soothing experience intended for men, but also children and
pregnant women. A bath for those romantic moments with sparkling wine and irresistible handmade chocolate pralines
∞
The rich menu of royal baths has been created according to traditional French L'Occitane recipes
exclusively available to hotel guests in the privacy of their own room
Several years ago, the Esplanade Hotel was proudly the first in Croatia to launch a personalized bath service
within the privacy of the room offering guests a completely new dimension of luxury experience. Taking
this exclusive offer one step further, in conjunction with the renowned French cosmetics company
L'Occitane en Provence, the hotel has designed a new concept of ritual baths, with authentic and
extremely effective ingredients enabling full relaxation of the body and mind. Through these careful rituals
of bath preparation and enjoying the benefits the selected ingredients provide, this unique stay at the hotel
for the guests becomes even more exclusive.
The collection includes five magnificently fragrant and bubbling L'Occitane baths carefully crafted
according to the needs and wishes of the guests aligning to traditional French recipes. In the privacy of your
room, a trained member of staff will prepare the bath through specially designed room refreshment rituals,
creating the perfect ambience with ambient candles and carefully mixing essential oils, salts and herbal
extracts with a bath at the appropriate temperature. Complimenting each and every bath, Chef Ana Grgić
has crafted a fine snack that with a carefully selected refreshing drink to fully create the complete relaxing
atmosphere along with pleasant music specifically created for this purpose.
"All hotel rooms and apartments of the Esplanade Hotel have been introduced with high quality and
luxurious L'Occitane cosmetic products that our guests exceptionally appreciate and so this project was the
next logical sequence in our long-lasting cooperation. The rich offers of relaxation treatment at the Health
Club, the spa oasis and now this unique ritual bath offer expanding to the rooms and suites, provides our
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guests a truly unique and unforgettable experience with us." shared the General Manager of the Esplanade
Zagreb Hotel, Ivica Max Krizmanić.
Choose from various combinations of precious essential oils, natural herbal ingredients, mineral sea salts,
relaxing fragrant extracts and lavish L'Occitane candles. These magnificent relaxing baths provide guests
enjoyment any time of the day starting from a simple call to the hotel reception. Depending on the mood,
guests can select one of five fragrant luxurious baths.
Sunny Side of Life is the perfect morning wake up bath delving into Provencal lavender making the skin
velvety smooth and supple. An experience prepared with fresh fruit and freshly squeezed orange juice to
sensitize and restore the energy you need.
The Skybath relaxes and revitalizes the body by combining the citron extract and herbal sparkling base
obtained from coconut and sugar cane, providing an instant sense of smell while natural green tea prepares
the body to relax.
The Mediterranean Gateway hedonistic bath is designed for men who want to truly indulge with a blend of
essential oils beneficial to the body. The seductive combination of luscious red Dalmatian wine and
aromatic cheeses make this bath even more appealing.
Sensitive bath delight is a velvety soft bath with shea butter and bubbles created for those with sensitive
skin, pregnant women and children, finding even further refreshment in fresh fruit and nutritious fruit
smoothies. With this bath, the young ones can expect a real surprise in the form of colourful balls,
transforming this fragrant experience into a cheerful water playground.
For romantic couples there is a sensual bath just for two. Bubbles & Romance sensually combines an
experience of gentle rose petals, chilled sparkling wine, fine handmade pralines and irresistible seasonal
fruit. All this in the scented aroma of the fragrant candle of the Néroli & Orchidée flowers to burn emotions
and re-awaken passions.
Esplanade Spa Ritual Bath Collection:
http://www.esplanade.hr/press/download/brochures/Esplanade-Zagreb-Hotel-LOCCITANE-bathbrochure.pdf
Photography:
https://esplanadehr.sharepoint.com/marketing/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0e96e58e4261046bb
924aaf0ac77a8d86&authkey=Ae88-jhUfBN9XlZy3o941uY
###
L'OCCITANE EN PROVENCE
The L'Occitane story begins in 1976 in the heart of Haute-Provence (France), located at an amazing geographical position between the
Alps and the Mediterranean. This is the birthplace of Olivier Baussan, founder of L'Occitane. The Provence region, its traditions and its
values have been the inspiration for the creation of L'Occitane products for more than 30 years. Products are authentic, natural, highly
efficient and irresistibly attractive. They are a pleasure to use, because of their uniqueness and recognition around the world inspired
by true nature and true beauty.
ABOUT ESPLANADE HOTEL ZAGREB
The Esplanade Zagreb Hotel, Zagreb's most prestigious hotel, was built in 1925 with the goal of offering exceptional accommodation
and service to travellers of the world renowned Orient Express, which ran the Paris Istanbul line. The Esplanade is also one of the city's
most elegant buildings, which from its very inception served as a site for the capital's key social events. The hotel offered its guests
unseen luxury, making it the obvious choice for celebrities who would stay nowhere else. The list of its famous guests includes Jose
phine Baker, Charles Lindbergh, Leonid Brezhnev and many others. Following its complete refurbishing, the hotel opened its doors
once again, reestablishing its own celebrity status in the region.
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